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SPLICING TAPES AND THEIR PROPER APPLICATION 
An ideul splice is one that, when properly made, will remain intact for an indefinite period of time. Its mechanical 
strength is the first consideration, but there are other areas that may be counted lust as important. There must be an 
absolute minimum of “ndbesice escape” around the edge of the pmsswe sensitive tape used to make the splice, and 
the splice itself must not cause an audible disturbance on playback. With these three busic considerations in mind, 
let’s investigate the factors and precautions that become part of the design of a splicing tape by the manufacturer 
and the fundmnentul r&s and possible pitfnlls with which the operator must be concerned. 

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
When designing in!, pwss~~r~ sensitive tape, the two 
obvious compownts :LW the. backing and the adhesive 
coating. In the d(~v(,lopmcnt of n tape suitable for split- 
ing magnetic recrrrclill,+ both of these components WPK’ 
chosen with great (‘ilrr. 

The backing had to 1)~ twlgh and durable while being 
as thin as possiblr. For this reason, paper was not snit- 
able; and plastic w~u chosen. Both acetate and polyester 
are currently bring 11w1. 

Developing an adhc%vc coating suitable for splicing 
tape was even mow involved. Here, three basic qualities 
must be carefully ,whl:~trd. These are known as (1) 
shear adhesion. ( ? 1 ~IY,I back or ASTM adhesion, and 
(3 ) thumb aplx~l. 

Shear adhesion can Ix: defined as the adhesive’s resist- 
ance to being partrd from the surface to which it is 
adhered when pulled in what is commonly called the 
shear direction. Figure 1 demonstrates this by showing 
a piece of splicing tape being tested for its shear strength. 

Peel back or ASTM adhesion is, as its name implies, a 
measure of the adhesive’s resistance to being peeled 
away from the surface to which it is adhered. Figure 2 
graphically demonstrates how this test is performed. 

Thr next property is “thumb appeal” or “quick stick.” 
It is the quality of the adhesive to actually feel sticky. 
Oddly enough, it is not a particularly important quality 
as far as the strength of the bond is concerned, but it 
is a q~ulity that is readily noticeable to the user. There 
srems to be an “old wives’ tale” that has led some users 
to believe that “the stickier it feels, the better it will 
hold.” This is not necessarily true when talking about 
splicing magnetic recording tape. 

If the thumb appeal is high, the peel back adhesion 
might be improved to some small degree, but this advan- 
tage must be paid for in two ways, neither of which can 
be tolerated. First of all, with a sticky adhesive the 
probability of it leaking out from around the bond is 
greatly increased. This “ooze,” as it is called, can be 
disastrous if it is permitted to exist in splicing tape. The 
adhesive oozing from under the splicing tape will tend 
to bond one layer of recording tape to the next layer 
in the roll. The result, when attempting to reuse the 
recording tape, would be possible removal of the oxide 
coating or complete blocking at that point in the reel. 
Secondly, with an increased “thumb appeal,” the shear 
strength of the splice is reduced. This is evidenced by 
a degree of parting of the once tightly butted ends of 
the recording tape and referred to as “creep.” Not only 
mill cxxp manifest itself as an absence of program mate- 
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riat or a dropout: hut now with the parted joint in the 
recording tape, the exposed portion of adheive causes 
the addi&onal problems that we cited ahove when we 
discussed ooze. This, then, is why a properly designed 
splicing tape does not feel very sticky. 

SIZE CONSIDERATIONS 
Having defined some of the terms, we are now ready 
tu examinr the splice itself. There are srvernt variations 
in splice geometry from which one can select the com- 
I,ination best suited to the conditions of USC. These 
inctr~d~~ the size of the spliced area and the angle at 
which tlw tape ends meet each other. 

Initially, it would bc wctt to discuss the length of a 
splicr and the effect it will have on strength. The lmgth 
of a splice is dictated, basically, by the amount of curva- 
ture it will have to sustain in its path from reel to reel. 
( Figure 3A). 

When the recording tape passes around the sharply 
(,nrvrd surface of a gnidc as pictured in Figure 3B, there 
is a trwlency for tht hwling edge of the splicing tape 
10 continrle in its original direction. It is. in effect, 
:Ittwnpting to pert itsrtf xway from the recording tape. 
\VC are now back to one of our three pre\%nsty dis- 
crossed adhesive parameters, that of peel hack or ASTM 
;~dhrsion. With a given splicing tape, the amount of 
pwt back is decided in manufacture and, of course, is 
wnstnnt. The length of the splice has no effwt on the 
tendency to peel but is important for anothrr reason. 

A longer splice will exhibit the same amount of peel but 
the area of peel in this case does not extend all the way 
to the recording tape junction. The hond at the junction 
is essentially undisturbed, and the splice passes the guide 
successfully. Of course, once the spliced area is wound 
on the take-up reel, the leading edge of the splicing tape 
that tended to peel is resecured to the recording tape by 
the pressure of the succeeding wraps as they are wound 
onto the take-up reel. 

White it is impossible to assign a set of definite numerical 
values, generally speaking, use B tong length splice if 
small radilx bends or turns are expected. 

As mentioned mrlivr. the tendencv to creep is dq”wlent 
on tbr shear strength of the splicing tape adhesive. The 
forcr that opposes this shear strength is, of course, the 
ammmt of tension the tape enconntrrs on the transport 
and while wound on the reel during storage. The amount 
of shear strength is constant for a giveu splicing tape. 
If  subjected to a constant tension, the important variable 
affecting creep is then thr area of the bond. The larger 
the bondt~l awa. the br,ttw \vitl hr the crrrp wrictnnrr. 

A splicing talw with poor adhrsive slrcar strrn#h could 
br Ilsrd if ttre area of tlw spliw xwrr grmtty i~~i;axwd. 
Since tlw width dimclnion is timit<,d bv tbc r<wrrding 
tape, thr: awa could only be incrcascd by additional 
length. ‘VI’<, rould imngine a spliced bond 2 or 3 feet 
long, bllt that. of c:o1Irsc. worlld lx, almost impossible 
to Pxc(.IItc mwhanicnlty. Since lhc pr*Crem material may 
chp in II,YPI as much as 1 db in thf% arca of the bond 
brca~~sr of tlw chang:r in flexibility. tbr shorter the spticc, 
the less disturbance there will 1,~ dllring playback. It is, 
tbwc~fwc important that thr splicinfi tape chosen for 
!ls(’ Ins lli$ adhesive shear strrngtb so tire spliced length 
can 1,~ krpt short. 

SPLICING TAPE WIDTH 

n’hen using the full width splicing method, such as 
shown in Figure 5A, care must be taken to trim the 
splicing tape exactly at the edges of the recording tape. 
If  th(. splicing tape is poorly trimmed (Figure 5B), the 
ovwbnngin:: adhesive coated splicing tape is apt to 
xthrrr tn an adjacent layer on the reel. causing a problem 
similar to that encormtered \rith ooze. Even though some 
spliring jigs al-e design4 to cllt an arc into each side 
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of the splice, as shown in Figure SC, to insure against 
the possibility of overhang, this does not completely 
eliminate the chances of some adhesive oozing out of 
the edges. 

Figure SD illustrates a splicing tape somewhat narrower 
than the tape to be spliced. This technique offers a num- 
ber of advantages with no apparent disadvantages. Since 
the splicing tape does not extend to the edges of the 
recording tape, overlap - as mentioned earlier - is no 
longer a problem. A simple splicing jig can be used 
because there is no need to undercut the spliced area in 
an hour-glass configuration. Notice that the use of a 
somewhat narrower splicing tape does not appreciably 
sacrifice the overall bonding area when compared to full 
width splicing tape that has been undercut. 

RECOMMENDED SPLICING METHOD 
In conclusion, let’s examine the preparation of recording 
tape prior to the actual application of the splicing tape. 

The most desirable method is to cut the recording tape 
to be spliced at an angle of 45” to 60”, measured with 
respect to the tape edge. As the angle increases above 
60” towards a perpendicular cut, the amount of electrical 

disturbance is increased because the head sees the dis- 
continuity at the junction as an abrupt change. 

The shallower the angle, the less will be the amount 
of disturbance. But, as the angle is decreased below 450, 

,-- the pointed corners of the recording tape become vulner- 
able to being peeled back or debonded. 

Regardless of the type of splice used, the first and 
possibly the most important consideration is cleanliness. 
The hands should be free of all dirt, dust, and oils as 
one fingerprint on the oxide can drop the output several 
db. Also, contamination of the recording tape backing or 
the adhesive of the splicing tape will usually reduce the 
strength of the bond between the two and can result in 
premature failure. After carefully placing the recording 
tape in a splicing jig, it should be cut as carefully as 
possible, using a sharp, demagnetized razor blade. When 
handling pressure sensitive splicing tape, care should be 
taken not to handle the adhesive more than is necessary. 
After carefully laying the splicing tape down so as not 
to disturb the alignment of the splice, the finger should 
be rubbed over the tape to promote intimate contact 
between the two pieces. Then to remove the air pockets, 
using the flat of the fingernail is recommended. The selec- 
tion of the proper splicing tape and the use of correct 
splicing techniques will assure you of a clean, long last- 
ing splice with no audible discontinuities. 

If at any time additional information on this topic is 
desired, it is available by simply writing to: 

Product Communications 
Magnetic Products Division 
3M Company 
3M Center 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101 

Additional copies of this paper are available from your 
3M representative, or by writing to the address above. 

magnetic Products Division 3m commy 
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